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This January, Chapter House Lane will present Cutaway a series of paintings and sculptures
by Melbourne based artist Kate Tucker.
For Cutaway, Tucker engages in an open ended process, whereby ideas inform material
experiments, her usual layering upon canvas transitions into the physical space of the
gallery. There is intense conscientiousness to her process-driven investigation that
transforms the gallery into a stage for the re-enactment of her painting process.

Kate Tucker,Stasis 2015, Acrylic, oil on linen and digitally printed cotton on board, 60 x 55cm framed. Image courtesy
of Dutton, New York.. Photograph by Matthew Stanton.
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Created as a site-specific installation for Chapter House Lane’s walk-by window space,
Cutaway draws on diverse materials including aluminium, bronze, cloth, gaffer tape and
paint, to explore the physicality of painting. The resulting work is a series of abstract
canvases that side-step traditional painting to invoke a host of art forms; sculpture,
installation and the ready-made. Usual notions of skill and finish are deferred among
indistinguishable layers of abstract materials and forms. Marking her departure from
commercial representation, Tucker challenges viewers to decipher what and how each
work was made. The work occupies a highly discursive space, whereby conversations
between synonymous objects aim to extract, distil and simplify one homogenous narrative;
with each canvas emphasising sculptural and spatial elements as being resolute, while at
the same time in flux.
About the artist:
Kate Tucker has exhibited nationally and internationally and is currently based in
Melbourne. She has held solo exhibitions at Helen Gory Galerie; Art Stage Singapore;
Rubicon ARI; c3 Contemporary Art Space; Edwina Corlette Gallery and Platform Public Art
Space. Her work has been included in group exhibitions at Dutton Gallery Spring 1883;
Bayside Arts & Cultural Centre; Tristian Koenig Gallery; Caves, Linden New Art; c3
Contemporary Art Space and Bus Projects. She has been a finalist in the Albany Art Prize,
Bayside Acquisitive Art prize, The Churchie Emerging Art Prize, Geelong Acquisitive Print
Awards and The Archibald Prize. Tucker was included in Australian Art Collector’s 2013
edition on ‘50 Things Collectors Should Know’ and a profile on her practice was featured in
Art Collector´s July - September 2014 issue. See the artist’s website for more information:
www.katetucker.com.au

Exhibition: 14–31 January 2016
Launch: Thursday 14 January, 6–8pm
Location: Chapter House Lane, entry via Flinders Lane, Melbourne

Chapter House Lane is a non-profit contemporary art gallery in Melbourne. Find out more
at chapterhouselane.org.au. Contact us for media enquiries, interviews or images:
Jacqueline Hanlin |0433 572 655| jacqueline@chapterhouselane.org.au

Chapter House Lane is proudly supported by:
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